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Abstract. The challenge for the future of Europe and the entire planet is to direct
development towards sustainability trajectories. The current period is a time of
change in the direction of Ecological Transition. Managing these changes requires
innovative governance models, a challenge identified by the 14 European Mega-
trends. Europe recognizes the need for multilevel governance that always involves
amore significant number of actors. The article identifies the governance approach
of Transition Management (TM) as a model that responds to the challenge of new
governance models inclusive of the sustainable vision. Especially for the lagging
areas, the TM could be a methodology that supports the institutional capacity,
often strictly correlated to the development conditions.
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1 Introduction

A profound change characterized contemporary society. The Covid-19 pandemic cri-
sis has accelerated this transformative development and highlighted modern economic
systems’ fragilities. It confirmed the urgency of interventions aimed at protecting and
reconstructing nature, the indissoluble link between the well-being of humanity and
that of ecosystems. The European Sustainable Development Report [1] underlines that
investing in protecting the European environment will also be essential for the economic
recovery after the Covid-19 crisis. It is, therefore, necessary to redefine the areas of com-
petence between the economy and the environment with a vision in which there are no
fundamental dichotomies. We are experiencing the historical period as a new transition
phase. The Transition defines the passage from an initial state of equilibrium to a new
dynamic condition, which arises from the interaction and speed of structural change
processes [2]. The Ecological Transition, in particular, is a process of structural change
indispensable for the European Union, a fertile ground for new economic possibilities
[3]. The challenge for the future of European territories is to direct development towards
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sustainability that concerns various elements and implies a future free from destructive
conflicts [4]. Citizens support the EU’s ecological ambitions, but the traditional gov-
ernance systems are not more suitable for this scope. Above all, it is highlighted that
for the less developed European Regions, and poor institutional capacity compromises
virtuous development paths. A reflection, therefore, appears appropriate on the type of
governance ideal for a path towards sustainability.

The Sustainable Development Agenda indicates the opportunity to use new gover-
nance models and identifies the Transition Management (TM) model as an approach
that can benefit Europe’s future [5]. Indeed, the Transition Management approach put
together frontrunners from economics, policy, business, and society to develop a shared
comprehension of the common complex transition challenge having a common strategy.
This paper is structured as follows. The next paragraph highlights a general picture of
the non-linear interpretation of Transition and Sustainability issues. The third paragraph
underlines that one of the significant challenges identified as European Megatrends is
the influence of new governance models. The following paragraph discusses what today
appear to be the policies with the most significant impact on growth. Paragraph 5 empha-
sizes the need to resort to new governance models, especially for the less developed
European regions. Paragraph 6 illustrates the characteristics of the Transition manage-
ment model and the “Arena” operating model. Finally, the last paragraph expresses
conclusions and references for new insights and future developments related to a new
development approach to the European lagging regions.

2 Transition and Sustainability as a Complexity Framework

The last decades have seen different studies, in an inter and transdisciplinary field,
on sustainability transitions [6] with fundamental concepts that describe contemporary
transformation processes. It is necessary to break down the concepts of Transition and
sustainability to have a more analytical picture, given the complex structure of the Eco-
logical Transition that incorporates into the concept of sustainability. The Transition is
the consequence of the interplay of signs of progress supporting and reinforcing each
other. The conditions for change are the transformations that result from developments in
various ambitions or dimensions such as technology, economy, institutions, behaviour,
culture, ecology, and image/paradigms [7]. The transition process is not linear but grad-
ual and inter-temporal in its evolution [2]. Shock events such as war, pandemics, and
economic crises accelerate it. The Transition results from endogenous and exogenous
developments with cross effects and autonomous consequences that interact and influ-
ence social and cultural change. The various modifications of change that occur during
the Transition can be divided into phases [2]. Furthermore, the nature and speed of
change differ in the steps identified in the pre-development stages, take-off, turn, and
stabilisation. Specifically, the Transition’s phases are summarised as follows:

• The pre-development phase does not detect visible changes in society but is
characterized by experimentation processes;

• The take-off phase initiates the change process and the initial reception of the change;
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• The turning point reflects visible structural changes resulting from an accumulation
of socio-cultural, economic, and ecological resources combined with institutional
changes. During this phase, collective learning, diffusion, and innovation processes
continue to be triggered;

• Finally, in the stabilisation phase, the speed of social change reaches a new dynamic
equilibrium but is stable in a short time.

One cannot notice that the illustrated transition phases are comparable to the classi-
cal neo-Schumpeterian logic of innovation and the development cycle of a new product
in its various steps, from its introduction to the stabilisation phase. In addition, some
similarities with Kondratieff’s long wave theory [8] with Schumpeter’s economic devel-
opment theory indicate a revised concept of dynamic change where the Transition is
very close to the turning point phase above.

Transition results from the interaction of different processes, many of which escape
a unitary and hierarchical control, such as cultural change, characterized by its spatial
and temporal autonomy. However, it is possible to influence the direction and speed of a
transition, changing the probability of its occurrence. Several mechanisms are available
whereby the macro-result depends on the fulfillment of different micro-decisions.

TheTransition offers significant environmental benefits by developingmore environ-
mentally friendly systems. The hydrogen economy, industrial ecology, and personalised
mobility are examples of system innovation and its sectoral links.

The definition of sustainability is not unique but open to different positions with
multi-dimension aspects. Several studies underline the complexity of the conceptualisa-
tion of sustainability in the literature, highlighting the linkwith the concept of sustainable
development. Themultidimensionality of sustainability has become established, consid-
ering the complexity of real systems (Fig. 1). It needs to consider all dimensions of social,
political-institutional, economic, and ecological interrelatedness. In addition, the spa-
tial and temporal horizons are highlighted in the search for inter-and intra-generational
equity [9, 10]. The fundamental challenges for sustainability appear in several different
domains, such as the depleting natural resources constituting a limit on energy supply,
air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions are an alarm for climate change, nuclear risks
represent a threat to human survival, and even the security of food supply is a source
of uncertainties in short and in the long term [11]. So, sustainability transitions are
long-term, multidimensional, and fundamental transformation processes through which
socio-technical systems are established and shift towardsmore sustainablemodes of pro-
duction and consumption [12]. A transition to sustainability is intentional. In a guided
transition, political actors and regulatory and institutional support play an essential role.

The concept of sustainability derived from the “Brundtland Report” [13] has trig-
gered a reflection on the development paradigm shift. The first approach to sustainable
development, defined as “weak,” combined the principles of neoclassical economics
with environmental sustainability. A later “strong” approach to sustainable develop-
ment sets the environment at the core of development. It emphasises the role of reg-
ulation and public policies in inducing compatibility with sustainable development
[14–16]. “Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”,
with the identification of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [17], is the post-
2015 United Nations vision of the path that global development should follow and
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has found strong support from the EU, even with the adoption of the European Green
Deal. In this way, regional governance plays a significant role in achieving the SDGs,
ensuring directionality towards sustainable development, and directly involving local
stakeholders.

Furthermore, the closeness between planning and implementing policies allows
observing measurable results in a more transparent, flexible, and inclusive process.
A good governance model must support the Ecological Transition required by sus-
tainable development. The below “triangle” clarifies some critical factors such as the
economic, social, and ecological dimensions for the multifaceted aspects of sustainable
development.

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of sustainable development [10, 18]

3 Megatrends: Greater Influence of New Governance Systems

The Ecological Transition is a change in the making, which policy strategies can guide
with a medium and long-term vision. It needs structural changes in society. Current
changes are defined as Megatrends [19]. Megatrends are long-term global driving forces
that are observable in the present and are likely to exert significant influence for a few
decades. In short, a Megatrend is a long-term driving force that is observable now and
will continue to have a global impact on future generations. In Fig. 2, we can see several
trends from non-state actors to automated decision-making.
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Megatrends appeal for strategies for adaptation rather than plans for effecting change
to the trends themselves. Europe has decided to monitor the 14 Global Megatrends rel-
evant to the upcoming of the world. One of the European trends of particular interest is
the “Greater influence of new governance systems.” Non-state actors, global conscious-
ness, social media, and the internationalisation of decision-making are forming new
multilevel governance systems. Different elements influence the Megatrend “Greater
influence of new governance systems,” indicated in the timeline (Fig. 1), suggesting
values determined in the vision of new stakeholders.

Fig. 2. Timeline. The driving forces of the Megatrend change over time. This timeline indicates
that more established and newer trends are influencing the Megatrend’s future direction. Source:
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/increasing-influence-new-governing-systems_en.

Identifying trends affects the long-term scenario. Observing local, regional, and
global societal trends might be the primary tool for forecasting studies. Comprehension
of these trends is particularly relevant to human development in economics, agriculture,
energy, urban planning, and resource planning.

Managing the Ecological Transition requires new governance andmanagementmod-
els. It requires insight into how governance systems can perform roles in new ways of
working the challenges of this time. The Ecological Transition needs a holistic app-
roach and the presence of new organisational actors, such as innovation brokers and
meta-organizations that comprise networks of firms or individuals not bound by author-
ity based on employment relationships but characterised by a system-level goal [20].
Participatory Governance is significant in the multi-stakeholder approach because it
integrates different actors with various interests, knowledge, and capacities. A mind-
set change is required, and new decisions must be made cooperatively and involve all
concerned actors.

Furthermore, the governance model must include self-regulation mechanisms
achievement from accordance and control of collectively decided. Therefore, a non-
linear approach to Governance appears necessary to evolve, adapt, and thus present a
dynamic vision. One theoretical side that addresses Governance’s complex and non-
linear nature is the Evolutionary Governance Theory (EGT) [21]. Evolutionary Gov-
ernance Theory links up with the literature on social-ecological and complex-adaptive
systems, emphasising the processes and mechanisms that drive social evolution.

The EGT recognises the co-evolution of systems and investigates territorial stake-
holders’ interactions. The coordination of policies and practices regarding the organi-
sation of the territory evolves as a process of spatial Governance. It identifies planning

https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/increasing-influence-new-governing-systems_en.
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systems as configurations of actors and institutions involved in space organisation. The
EGT perspective highlights a planning system conceptualized as an evolving configu-
ration of actors, institutions, and attitudes. Today, a broad consensus indicates the need
for an evolution of territorial Governance that leads to spatial coordination capable of
addressing socio-environmental challenges such as urban and development ones. EGT
offers a perspective on how institutions, markets, and societies evolve and how TM is
closely related to managing the actual structural change.

In other words, Transition Management is part of the theoretical framework of Evo-
lutionary Governance; it allows incorporating normative objectives in evolutionary pro-
cesses in “a reflexive way” [2]. Modern social complexity requires new, democratic, and
participatory visions of Governance. The goals to be achieved are many and include new
ways of development, where the concept of sustainability is central. The TransitionMan-
agement model leaves room for the inclusion of sustainability. Indeed, the Transition
Management approach put together frontrunners from economics, policy, business, and
society to develop a shared comprehension of the common complex transition challenge
having a common strategy.

4 The Policy Approach to Economic Growth

Ecological transition-oriented public investments involve strategic decisions on the type
of change to pursue. Regions are specific ecosystems where economic development
emerges from increased interactive, dynamically adaptive, and integrated activities.
There is not a unique theoretical model for regional economies being complex sys-
tems. The ambition to achieve a particular type of economic growth, such as smart,
inclusive, and sustainable change, implies giving it a precise direction [22]. The policies
of growth mainly align with two strands of regional growth theories. Policies that follow
a spatially blind approach that focus on successful agglomeration and efficiency models
aim to stimulate overall growth but neglect problems of declining and lagging areas and
try to solve them only in a compensatory way [23].

Policieswith auniversal approachhavebeen adoptedbasedon the traditional assump-
tion that natural forces of workers’ geographic mobility and knowledge spillover would
act as a counterbalance mechanism for agglomeration, leading to income equalization
and the diffusion of innovation territorial convergence [24]. The theory of economic
geography and the empirical evidence has shown that labor mobility and the diffusion
of innovation polarize the economy and limit the equity-enhancing effects by adopt-
ing spatially blind policies [24]. On the other hand, place-based policies [25] have
been promoted under the assumption that less developed areas can always catch up
if equipped with the right tools. However, the lack of connectivity with poor physical
infrastructure hinders place-based policies. Iammarino et al. [24] addressed the prob-
lem of policy approaches under the dual aspect of efficiency and equity. The authors
highlight how the achievement of efficiency (using spatially blind policies) can increase
territorial disparity (which, in turn, undermines efficiency) while excessive attention
to equity (place-sensitive policies) undermines efficiency. Pursuing efficiency and fair-
ness simultaneously with a territorial dimension is necessary. Both dimensions should
be considered simultaneously, addressing both the causes of territorial discomfort and,
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at the same time, maximizing the potential of each territory. The authors mentioned
propose the fusion of these two principles with a definition that they identify as “place-
sensitive distributed development policies” (PSDDP) [24]. The PSDDP model provides
a “mission-oriented” top-down approach and a “diffusion-oriented” bottom-up approach
for strengthening territorial-specific capabilities. The PSDDP model to avoid a trade-off
between efficiency and equity indicates three fronts: a) pushing more and more regions
towards more non-routine (innovative) functions in their economic mix; b) expanding
the sources of creativity and satisfaction that are good in and of themselves on human
grounds, and c) stimulating more significant investment in basic capabilities that are
essential to a dignified and creative life”.[24]. This work does not aim to analyze the
PSDDP model but only to consider the TM capable of supporting an approach that, by
enhancing the mission, also considers territorial peculiarities. Above all, those regions
that demonstrate inadequate governance capacity could use a governance model based
on TM to compensate o reduce a certain degree of low quality.

5 The Less-Developed European Regions and the Low Institutional
Capacity

The Eighth Report on Economic, Social, and Territorial Cohesion of the European Com-
mission [26] highlights improved EU governance in recent years. Despite these results,
gaps between and within the Member States remain (Fig. 3).

The regional policy of the European Union is a program based on a place-based
vision [25] for the redistribution of wealth between European regions. A policy place-
based is a long-term strategy to address the persistent underutilization of potential and
reduce social and economic gaps in specific places through external interventions and
multilevel governance actions.

The Cohesion Policy, implemented through the Structural Funds, has had both strong
consent and various criticisms. Supporters believe it is necessary to bridge the disparities
between the most developed and the most backward regions, and so be it adequate to
make the weaker areas grow. Detractors highlighted critical points concerning the waste
of resources, with high costs in terms of efficiency.

Despite the over thirty years of Cohesion Policy, there are still profound economic
disparities between countries and between the regions of the countries that make up the
European Union. The Report [26] highlights how cohesion policy is helping to reduce
territorial and social disparities between EU regions. Still, in the Member States of
Europe, southern (Italy and Greece) and southwestern (Spain and Portugal), improve-
ment is lacking in competitiveness and growth, the suffering stagnation and economic
decline. Southern Italy, for example, is confined in a “development trap,” the risk of
being locked in a low growth rate of GDP per capita, productivity, and employment. The
quality of local governments, in particular, seems to influence economic development
and shapes the efficiency and return on public investment. Lagging regions lack institu-
tional capacity, and the local institutional environment follows a passive implementation
of a predominant growth model. Institutional capacity has a long-term impact on eco-
nomic growth, contributing to investment effectiveness and higher levels of innovation
and entrepreneurship.
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Good administrative ability is essential for the management of policies and, con-
sequently, for the effectiveness of public investments. Regions with good institutions,

Fig. 3. European Quality of Government Index, 2021
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significant accountability, and lowcorruption tend to performbetter in the production and
services of public goods, thus helping to create a favourable environment for economic
growth and social development. Good governance requires well-functioning institutions
and transparent procedures [23, 27, 28]. The weaker the institutional set-up, the more
significant the difficulties involved in transforming investments into growth and devel-
opment. The importance of governance quality has been underlined in the literature
[28–33]. Institutions drive economic interactions by creating essential determinants for
the economic results in the territories that, in the long term, are often the result of insti-
tutional conditions rather than alternative economic factors [33]. The regional and local
governance is crucial to determine the rules and capacity building of different public
and private stakeholders locally. Transparency and accountability are two prerequisites
for high-quality governance. Governance open to stakeholders increases public satis-
faction and promotes accountability and understanding of processes leading to greater
trust in government. At the same time, trust is instrumental for active public involve-
ment in policy-making. The role every more relevant of sub-national governments in the
management of public investment assumes even a broader significance in relationship
to Ecological Transition. Thus, for an improvement in the quality of government, new
models such as that of the TM appear especially suitable for regions suffering from
economic stagnation. Encouraging new approaches to policy management with models
that simultaneously give direction and co-participation becomes essential for a break
from ineffective past models.

6 Transition Management: Governance for a Sustainable
Development

The field of sustainability transitions is relatively new and emerged out of a fusion
between various disciplines, including innovation studies, science and technology stud-
ies, complexity theory, and governance theory [6]. Underlying these different back-
grounds and perspectives lies a shared focus on transitions: processes of long-term
change that society intends to transform structurally. At the same time, the original
focus of the field was on socio-technical systems (i.e., transport, energy, agriculture),
but recently seen increasing attention to urban transitions [34, 35] and the more social
and political aspects of transformative change. This factor includes explicit attention to
topics of power and politics [36] and grassroots innovation, as well as links with other
emerging fields such as social innovation research [37–40].

A territorial governance model of Transition Management guides development
dynamics toward sustainability objectives. Rotmans et al. [21] indicate a theoretical
governance framework based on TransitionManagement. Studies on transitions towards
sustainability followed [5, 12], which focused on technology and innovationwith a trans-
disciplinary vision [6] and identifying the suitable model in the governance framework
of the TM [41]. For example, the Dutch Government has already used the Transition
Managementmodel tomanage four transitions: transitions to sustainable energy, sustain-
able mobility, sustainable agriculture, and transition biodiversity and natural resources,
having already been on the path of a broader Ecological Transition for several decades.
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In addition, The Dutch government uses the TM model one in the 4th Integrated Envi-
ronmental Policy Plan and the Dutch Energy Transition Project [42]. Based on a double
strategy, the TM improves the system (changing an existing trajectory) and innova-
tion (new development or transformation course). The TM, therefore, departs from
the old planning and implementation model aimed at achieving particular results. A
process-oriented approach reformulates objectives and intermediate targets (see Fig. 2)
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Transition Management towards the classic intervention scheme [2].

Transition Management as a procedure management concerns objectives defined
at a particular time. In particular, the Sustainable Development Goals [17] are well
suited to apply the TM approach. An uncertain environment, such as a new model
of sustainable development, urges companies and governments to predict evolutionary
directions to plan development strategies. TheTMoffers elements tomutation and assists
in enabling condition change. It is a reflective and evolutionary governance model that
identifies systems or sectors of the economy as complex adaptive systems [36]. The
governance instruments of TM, such as visioning, experimentation, and social learning,
help to better prepare for change through transformative actions. TM’s participatory
process and interventionist approach support mobilizing actors and building networks
for sustainability transformations. Transition Management is a meta-governance and
policy-design framework for allowing and leading sustainability transitions. The ability
to undertake a path of sustainability occurs through practical actions in the short term
aligned with a medium and long-term focus [5, 34, 35, 41]. The European Ecological
Transition indicates a profound mutation in the global system and includes all sectors;
the energy system,moving from fossil fuels to renewable, or transport with the evermore
increasing growth of shared mobility. Transitions occur over a long time that involves
different generations leading to a change in the physical structure and the associated
legislation, regulation, and societal expectations.

Transition Management presents a systemic approach to governance, which on a
large scale offers the possibility of guiding and coordinating system innovations that
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move towards greater sustainability. Sustainability trajectories identify by building cre-
ative processes for future scenarios [43]. The most prominent function of the transition
scenarios is to obtain an irreversible reformulation of the current paradigms [44]. The
participatory and democratic involvement of local actors with different backgrounds in
the strategic governance process makes it possible to identify the nature of the problems
and the underlying causal mechanisms, finding new directions for solutions to persistent
problems. The TM leads to improvements in performance through specific interven-
tions [45]. Scenarios can provide guidance and focus on evolving into structural societal
changes, developing long-term representations of sustainable worlds. The scenarios that
apply the TMmodel should integrate different aspects of the problems, recognize uncer-
tainty, and involve a broad public audience on sustainability and development issues
[46]. The change is a prerequisite for a transition, and the different innovations must be
reinforced in a joint project [43]. The solicitation of several specific innovations aims to
cultivate sustainable alternatives to existing practices, triggering structural transforma-
tions in a long-term perspective. Thus, transition scenarios assume the configuration of
participatory explorations of possible development trajectories that incorporate a mech-
anism of change towards a desired future state of the system. Niche innovations arise
in different domains of society, each of which has its own internal pace of change. Eco-
nomic developments, for example, are characterized by relatively rapid times, but the
different domains need their synchronization, and the TM has the right incentives for
theirmodulation [2, 22]. Themodalities, therefore, become “learning by doing and doing
by learning” when the interrelationships between the different trends are explored. In
this sense, the future is not an empirical reality but a set of partially visible alternatives
with large spaces of possibility. The table below resumes the characterizing elements of
Transition Management.

6.1 The process of Transition Management

The TransitionManagement approach allows an innovation network of actors of various
backgrounds who compare and integrate the different perceptions of structural problems
at a strategic level. This vision of reality manifests itself in a shared and integrated
perception of the issue [23]. The development of the scenario lies in the perception of
the intermittent signals that herald political, economic, or social changes in society. These
processes indicate the gapbetween the present and the future and the desired development
direction. In particular, the TM assumes relevance in the Ecological Transition process
because of the long-term sustainable co-evolutionary strategies. Policymakers, therefore,
are not detached observers of change but active participants in the direction of innovation.

Kemp and Loorbach [2] describe the processes iterative of TM as follows:

- Problem structuring and identifying the transition arena;
- Developing a transition agenda, sustainability visions and pathways;
- Initiating and executing transition experiments;
- Undergoing processes of evaluation, monitoring and learning.

The model (Fig. 5) allows reflection upon the integration of sustainability in the
policy of different European Regions where institutional characteristics and capabilities
differ widely.
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Table 1. The Transition Management characteristics. Authors’ elaboration on Malekpour et al.
[41]

Transition Management

General Characteristic Long-term focus
Acknowledge significant, irreducible uncertainties
Acknowledge the multi-objective, multi-actor nature of policy issues
The impact is difficult to measure, especially in the short-term

Context The starting point is a societal problem

Application Boundary Considers the broader societal problem, although application could be at
different scales
Systemic societal change is the ultimate goal
Proposes an alternative governance process

Process A vision is co-created as part of the process
The process is open-ended and essential on its own for social and policy learning
It has its explicit theory of change
Is methodologically pragmatic
Irreducible uncertainty is addressed through experimentation and learning
Future scenarios are used in a normative way and as a mobilizing tool (ideation)
The process proceeds in a participatory process through organizing and
mobilizing actors and developing partnerships

Output The aim is to mobilize actors to realize transformative pathways

Fig. 5. Activity clusters in Transition Management [2]

The actors of a change scenario participate in a cyclical process. The Transition
Management Cycle [50, 51] defines the problems, strategies, and transition paths devel-
oped, the networks mobilized, the experiments carried out, and the results monitored by
reflecting the different learning points. Theoretical elements, reflections, and practical
experiments are at the base of the TM-Cycle. The structure of the model is cyclical,
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and the phases can follow without a sequential order. The following four phases of the
TM-Cycle operational systems are strategic, tactical, operational, and reflexive.

The strategic phase includes developing the vision, defining goals, and defining
norms through collective discussion and a long-term perspective. Strategic activities will
lead to changes in the social system. The tactical phase concerns the interaction between
the actors’ driving development. Tactical activities focus on interpreting the visions
created by strategic actions at the system level and in the various networks, organizations,
and institutions involved. Tactical activities seek to identify the barriers encountered
(such as economic regulation conditions) when interpreting these views at the system
level. Theoperational phase constitutes the learningprocess through experimentation and
implementation at a specific level, focused on radical innovation. Finally, the reflective
step allows us to evaluate social change. Reflective activities are incorporated bothwithin
politics and regulation and as a function of society’s expectations and the “consensus”
created through the media and modern information technologies.

The stimulating idea is that the stakeholders are involved in the entire process
and all phases, including problem definition, coalition formation, experimentation, and
evaluation.

The four phases of interventions are described below [49, 52] (Fig. 6):

1. Orienting: understanding, analysing, exploring the challenges, and reframing the
problems.

2. Agenda setting: envisioning alternative futures that are more just and sustainable,
developing a transition agenda, and identifying transition pathways.

3. Activating: conducting transition experiments and mobilizing networks.
4. Reflecting: monitoring, evaluating, learning from the transition experiments, and

adjusting vision, agenda, and coalitions.

The most appropriate sequence of these phases depends on the operational places
involved. Stakeholders start with analysing the new challenges, but also they evaluate
accomplished projects and move to new orientations and possibilities.

Orienting indicates a prospective of change affecting the entire system. It has a
long-term vision and operates in a strategic framework. The activating represents the
operational level. It evolves in the short term (up to five years) and builds accurate results
with projects or experiments and the vision of the quality of solutions. The Agenda-
setting is at the base of the tactical level, with an interval lasting between 5–15 years of
institutional and infrastructural changes. The Agenda must build on creating a shared
sense of ownership of a sustainable future across society. Finally, the monitoring and
evaluating of the transition process and learning from experiments concern the reflecting
intervention.

The tools of theTMare different and come fromvariousfields but appear valuable and
adequate for governance that includes the concept of sustainability within its strategies.

A central operative instrument of TM is the “Arena” [49]. The Transition Arena
facilitates interaction, knowledge exchange, and exchange learning among actors. An
Arena is a group (networks) of actors engaged in the transformative goal of implementing
future practices. The ‘Transition team’ usually comprises the problem holder (e.g., the
government department commission and a research team) who determine the framework
and encourage the process [6].
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Fig. 6. The Transition Management Dynamics [6]

A critical element in TM is the set-up of a transition arena: a time constraint space
and network in which participants co-create knowledge, critically analyse and develop
new ideas, visions, and practical actions. Arena participants are involved in a collective
process. The initial group should not be too large, with the selection of relevant actors
based on competencies, interests, and backgrounds. A critical element is a representative
participation from stakeholders such as governmental bodies, businesses, NGOs, and
knowledge institutes. The arena participants need to be innovative in their thinking and
open-minded toward new ideas. In addition, the arena is an open network, so new actors
may enter the arena subsequent, such as others could leave the transition arena [53].

The Transition Arena has a first problematic step. The beginning of the process is
the most delicate moment because it requires a mutual understanding and agreement
about the vision proposed and planned for the other paths. The different opinions may
generate conflicting perspectives of the actors involved and their various interests. How-
ever, an integrated assessment of the problem can achieve a certain level of agreement
[53]. Different actors are confronted with the ‘boundaries of the system’ prospecting
innovation and change in the pre-development phase. Establishing the transition arena
could facilitate precisely those regions struggling to trigger a process of change and
a virtuous growth path. Therefore, the Ecological Transition management appears less
abstract through new governance mechanisms and follows a mutual agreement.
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7 Conclusion

The TM model radically changes planning techniques by implementing a model ori-
ented to the dynamic change process. It is a model that combines growth, innovation,
and the environment; themes currently at the center of the political debate in Europe
in a post-Covid-19 era, reflecting economic, social, and cultural changes. Furthermore,
it provides transversal tools for solving specific issues with a dynamic vision of social
phenomena and a multilevel approach. Environmental, social and economic issues are
closely connected. The Ecological Transition recognizes the environment as a constitu-
tive element of the economy and the society. The policies are not linear, following con-
tinuous backward induction processes with high flexibility. Therefore, the governance
model of the TM reflects the indication of territorial management, capturing dynamism
and local complexity of all environmental elements. The multi-layered structure of the
TM involves different social actors. It generates the democratic and participatory pro-
cess, a necessary condition for its successful application. Therefore, the goal is to bring
together drivers of change and sources of knowledge to create strategic visions that lead
to an expansive definition of sustainability. Democratic citizen participation does not
replace the role of government guidance; it persists and is necessary. Politics should
recognize territorial needs and transform them into new opportunities for development.
Collective participation should generate public support and increase the legitimacy of
policies, helping reduce the risk of conflict and offering ideas, information, and knowl-
edge. The TM model can trigger new processes for those regions blocked inside in a
development trap with an evident correlation with a low institutional capacity. It makes
it possible to broaden the responsibility for political choices, build long-term scenarios,
and directly involve those who live in the area. Therefore, the Transition Management
model appears in line with the broader framework of the Greater influence of the new
governance system, i.e., a Megatrend.

The cohesion and economic gap have not diminished in Europe’s economically less
developed regions. The TM analysis opens up new possibilities for intervention in the
context of the sustainable development strategy and the current Ecological Transition,
which in Europe assumes particular strategic importance for the area’s new and future
geopolitical aspects.

The move towards a sustainable ecological transition indicates that TM’s economic
and social innovation is still in an evolutionary phase. In particular, if the institutions
are potential innovators or backward actors, the results TM scheme will reveal what
categories deal with them.

However, there is a risk of excess abstraction and difficulty applying Transition
Management. The basis is the reconsideration of democratic participation processes for
developing policies of complete economic, social, and environmental sustainability. Sev-
eral contributions have already analysed the capacity of multilevel management of the
European regions’ economic, social, and territorial cohesion processes. The quality of
the institutions is a watershed between advanced regions and regions included within a
development trap. The quality of the institutions, however, is not the only condition that
causes the economic gap in an area. Given its dynamic and induction logic, which con-
tinuously revises intermediate and final objectives, the TM presupposes a significant and
widespread human capital endowment. The multi-layered structure of the TM involves
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different social actors, creating the democratic and participatory process, a necessary
condition for its application.
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